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Tying Up a Loose End: On the Role of the C-Terminal
CCHHRAG Fragment of the Metalloregulator CueR
Ria K. Balogh,[a] Béla Gyurcsik,[a] Mikael Jensen,[b] Peter W. Thulstrup,[c] Ulli Köster,[d]

Niels Johan Christensen,[e] Marianne L. Jensen,[f] Éva Hunyadi-Gulyás,[g] Lars Hemmingsen,*[c]

and Attila Jancsó*[a]

The transcriptional regulator CueR is activated by the binding
of CuI, AgI, or AuI to two cysteinates in a near-linear fashion. The
C-terminal CCHHRAG sequence in Escherichia coli CueR present
potential additional metal binding ligands and here we explore
the effect of deleting this fragment on the binding of AgI to
CueR. CD spectroscopic and ESI-MS data indicate that the high
AgI-binding affinity of WT-CueR is significantly reduced in
Δ7C-CueR.[111 Ag PAC spectroscopy demonstrates that the WT-

CueR metal site structure (AgS2) is conserved, but less
populated in the truncated variant. Thus, the function of the C-
terminal fragment may be to stabilize the two-coordinate metal
site for cognate monovalent metal ions. In a broader perspec-
tive this is an example of residues beyond the second
coordination sphere affecting metal site physicochemical prop-
erties while leaving the structure unperturbed.

Introduction

The CueR protein is a member of the MerR family of transcrip-
tional activators.[1–3] CueR is the regulator of the bacterial cue
copper-resistance system and activates the expression of the
CopA and CueO proteins in case of elevated intracellular copper
concentration.[4,5] Even though CueR plays a role in the
maintenance of copper homeostasis, AgI and AuI ions also
activate the transcription of the copA and cueO genes.[1,6,7]

Contrary to this, divalent transition metal ions, for example HgII,
CdII, PbII and ZnII, do not induce the transcriptional response of
CueR.[1,8]

The coordination of cognate metal ions (i. e. CuI, AgI and
AuI) to CueR and the mechanism of the allosteric regulation are
well understood from solution phase, cryo-EM and crystallo-
graphic studies.[8–14] Any of these cognate metal ions coordinate

to the Cys112 and Cys120 cysteine residues in an identical,
linear fashion stabilizing the structure of the metal binding loop
and a short helix.[8,10] Both the overall dimeric protein structure
and the local metal ion environment is essentially the same in
the CuI- and the AgI-bound CueR forms, with the exception of
longer metal sulfur distances for AgI.[8] The rearrangements of
the structure of the C-terminal residues starting from Cys112
and of the H-bonding network lead to the docking of the short
helix into a hydrophobic pocket which ultimately results in the
formation of the activator conformation, as demonstrated for
the AgI-bound CueR.[10]

In our previous work with peptide models and the full
length CueR protein we have shown that the metal binding
loop of CueR is flexible enough to accommodate non-cognate
divalent metal ions, such as HgII and CdII, in different
coordination geometries.[15–18] However, these non-cognate
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metal ions may disorganize the structure of the metal binding
region and thereby presumably hinder the function of the
protein.[18] For instance, it was demonstrated that HgII ions can
bind to CueR in a trigonal geometry recruiting a third thiolate
ligand from the remaining two cysteines of the protein (Cys129
and/or Cys130) which are included in the CCHHRAG motif close
to the C-terminus.[15] As a consequence, the formation of the
activator conformation may be sterically prevented and thus
the transcriptional activation may not occur.[15] Based on these
observations, we suggested that the well-conserved CCHH
motif, which was shown to be non-essential for the activation
of transcription,[2,9] has an important role in the selectivity of the
protein.[15] It has also been proposed that the CCHH motif has a

function in assisting the metal ion coordination to the metal
binding loop.[9]

With the current work, we aimed to investigate the
influence of the last seven C-terminal amino acid residues on
the metal site of AgI-CueR, by comparing the WT-protein with a
variant truncated after G128 and thus lacking the last seven
residues, ~7C-CueR (see Figures 1 and S1). We hypothesized
that the physical and chemical properties of the AgI binding
site would not be significantly affected by the deletion, given
that ~7C-CueR is still functional.[7] However, this assumption
was proved too simplistic, and only applied to the metal site
structure, while the stability of the AgI-CueR complex was
substantially reduced for ~7C-CueR (vide infra).

Results and Discussion

First, we applied CD spectroscopy to elucidate if deletion of the
last seven amino acid residues affected the overall structure of
the CueR protein. CD spectra for WT-CueR and Δ7C-CueR are
highly similar, demonstrating that the overall secondary
structure composition of CueR is not affected significantly by
the deletion (see Figure 2A and B). With an aim to explore if the
metal ion binding was perturbed by the deletion of the last
seven amino acid residues we executed AgI ion titrations with
both proteins monitored by ESI-MS, CD- and UV-spectroscopy.
The ESI-MS data indicate that up to one AgI per monomer (and
no more) binds strongly to the WT-CueR protein (see Figure 2C).
Surprisingly, for the Δ7C-CueR variant, excess of AgI is required
to shift the Δ7C-CueR+AgI**AgI-Δ7C-CueR equilibrium to-
wards the formation of the AgI-Δ7C-CueR complex, implying
that the affinity of the metal site for AgI is decreased
considerably by the deletion (Figure 2D). Although not of
essence to this work, the binding of CdII was also characterized
by ESI-MS (see Figure S2). The WT-CueR binds up to 2 eq. of CdII,
while Δ7C-CueR accommodates only 1 eq. CdII (Figure S2), in
analogy to the binding of HgII.1 This observation supports the

Figure 1. Structural models of the C-terminal metal binding region of WT-
CueR and ~7C-CueR. One monomer of the protein homodimer is shown in
cyan and the other in grey. Cysteine residues are shown in purple (with
sulfur atoms in yellow). The structural model (including the C-terminal
fragment which is disordered in the crystal structure) was prepared in
PyMOL on the basis of the AgI-bound form of CueR (PDB: 1Q06).[8] The
complete amino acid sequences of WT-CueR and ~7C-CueR are included in
the Supporting Information (Figure S1).

Figure 2. Deletion of the seven C-terminal residues significantly affects the stability of the AgI binding site of CueR, but the overall fold is conserved. Panels A–
B: CD spectra of WT (A) and Δ7C-CueR (B) at increasing AgI : protein monomer ratios. The upper figures are ellipticity traces at representative wavelength
values selected near the maxima and minima of the CD curves. The solid lines in panel B represent the fit of data, see the text. cWT-CueR= cΔ7C-CueR=20 μM.
Panels C–D: Deconvoluted ESI-MS data for WT-CueR (C), and Δ7C-CueR (D) with increasing amounts of AgI. cWT-CueR= cΔ7C-CueR=20 μM.
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notion that the C-terminal fragment binds divalent metal ions,
and possibly contributes to the selectivity of CueR against
these.[15]

In conformity with the ESI-MS results, CD spectra recorded
at increasing AgI-protein monomer ratios also indicate a
stronger AgI-binding affinity of WT-CueR. The coordination of
AgI gives rise to a slight shift of the x-intercept of the spectra
and small increase of the CD-intensities at all protein backbone
bands (Figure 2) suggesting, in line with previous
observations,[19–21] that metal ion binding induces only modest
alterations in the secondary structure of the proteins. However,
the observed changes are larger with WT-CueR and level off at
AgI:WT-CueR=1 :1 ratio while with the truncated variant
intensities tend to increase even beyond 2 equiv. of AgI per
~7C-CueR protein monomer.

The assumed differences in the AgI-binding of WT-CueR and
Δ7C-CueR was also investigated by UV-absorption spectroscopy
(Figure S3). The UV absorbance of both proteins increases upon
titration with AgI in the range of 220–280 nm. Previous studies,
characterizing the AgI binding of various cysteine containing
peptides and proteins, assigned UV-bands appearing in this
wavelength range to thiolate-AgI LMCT transitions.[22–25] Accord-
ingly, the observed absorbance increase reflects the coordina-
tion of cysteine thiolates of the CueR variants to AgI. However
the absorbance of Δ7C-CueR increases by less than that of the
WT protein (Figure S3B) indicating the formation of fewer S� -
AgI bonds. In agreement with the observations by CD and ESI-
MS, this supports that the association of CueR and AgI is
weakened by the deletion of the last seven amino acid residues.

In order to explore in more detail whether the CueR metal
site structure and AgI affinity is changed by the deletion, we
applied 111Ag perturbed angular correlation of γ-rays (PAC)
spectroscopy to the Δ7C-CueR variant, and compared the
results to 111Ag PAC spectroscopic data for the WT protein
published recently.[18] 111Ag decays by β� emission to 111Cd, and
a small fraction of the decay occurs via an excited state of the
111Cd nucleus (342 keV), by a γ-γ cascade to the ground state of
111Cd[26] (Figure S4). In 111Ag PAC spectroscopy the nuclear
quadrupole interactions (NQI) experienced by the daughter Cd
nucleus in the intermediate state (I=5/2, 245 keV) are recorded.
The decay gives rise to a change of element and oxidation state
from AgI to CdII. Moreover, recoil kinetic energy, typically several

hundreds of kJ/mol, is imparted on the Cd-nucleus, due to the
emission of the β� particle and the antineutrino. The change of
element and oxidation state, and the recoil energy shifts the
system out of equilibrium, and in the subsequent relaxation
process CdII explores the local potential energy surface. Thus,
the 111Ag PAC signal provides information on both the metal
site structure and local rigidity/flexibility.[18,26–28]

111Ag PAC experiments were conducted in the frozen state
at � 196 °C to limit structural relaxation after the nuclear decay,
as well as in liquid solution at 1 °C. At � 196 °C the 111Ag PAC
spectrum of WT-CueR displays two NQIs[18] (Figure 3). One is a
high frequency signal, NQI1, which reflects the original
bisthiolato-AgI coordination geometry having undergone minor
relaxation upon the decay to CdII, presumably leading to an
additional weak interaction with the carbonyl oxygen of Ser77.
The other, NQI2, is a lower frequency signal, reflecting higher
coordination number than 2.[18,29] The Δ7C-CueR variant exhibits
essentially the same high frequency signal, NQI1 (see Figure 3
and Table 1), demonstrating that this native AgI-CueR metal site
coordination geometry is the same as in the WT protein.

Figure 3. Metal site structure of WT- and Δ7C-CueR probed by 111Ag PAC
spectroscopy (spectra for WT-CueR are from Ref. [18]). Measured and fitted
A2G2(t) (left) and Fourier transformed (right) data and fit for the WT- and
Δ7C-CueR proteins recorded at � 196 and 1 °C, pH=8.0, cprotein=11 μM,
cAgI=5.5 μM, w/w%sucrose=55%.

Table 1. Parameters fitted to the 111Ag PAC-data. The rotational correlation time was fixed to infinite for the experiments with a sample temperature of
� 196 °C.

CueR t
[°C]

ω0

[rad/ns]
η δ ×100 1/τc

[μs� 1]
λfast

[μs� 1]
A ×100 χr

2

WT[a] � 196 0.555(2)
0.41(1)

0.510(8)
0.39(4)

2.5(6)
16(2)

0(fix)
0(fix)

22(9)

� 2.3(4)
� 7.4(1)
� 0.9(1)

0.93

Δ7C � 196 0.553(7)
0.36(1)

0.49(2)
0.36(6)

2.5(fix)
20(fix)

0(fix)
0(fix)

18(3)

� 1.3(3)
� 8(1)
� 3.5(2)

0.92

WT[a] 1 0.426(1) 0.384(6) 1.5(5) 6(2) � 6.3(5) 0.90
Δ7C 1 0.409(4)

0.18(2)
0.42(2)
0.4(1)

1.5(fix)
30(fix)

24(3)
24(3)

� 3.7(5)
� 9(1)

0.80

[a] The data for the WT protein are from Ref. [18].
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The low frequency signal for Δ7C-CueR appears by visual
inspection similar to NQI2 observed for WT-CueR, but it is in fact
statistically significantly different. There are two possible
interpretations of this difference: 1) The C-terminal CCHH motif
coordinates directly to the metal ion in the WT protein, or 2)
the absence of the last seven amino acids leads to relaxation
(upon the nuclear decay) to a slightly different coordination
geometry than observed in WT-CueR. It is unlikely that major
movement of the protein backbone occurs at � 196 °C, so if the
daughter nucleus, CdII, coordinates to the CCHH motif, it
indicates that such coordination is already present for AgI. In
this interpretation the high and low frequency would therefore
reflect an equilibrium between two structures where AgI is
coordinated by Cys112 and Cys120 (NQI1) in one, and coordi-
nated by an additional ligand from the CCHH motif (NQI2) in the
other. This is not observed in the CuI-CueR[8] and AgI-CueR[8,10]

crystal structures, nor is it observed for CuI by EXAFS and
XANES.[9] Thus, the most likely interpretation is that the deletion
of the seven C-terminal amino acid residues perturbs the
relaxation of the local structure following nuclear decay (to CdII),
leading to a different low frequency signal than observed for
the WT-CueR protein. The line width of the low frequency signal
is larger for Δ7C-CueR than for WT-CueR (and it was necessary
to fix this parameter during the fit), which in itself reflects a
larger flexibility at the metal site. Perhaps most importantly, the
PAC data exhibit an exponentially decaying signal super-
imposed on the oscillating signals (see Figure 3 left part, and
Table 1). This part of the signal attracts a significant fraction of
the amplitude for Δ7C-CueR, and it reflects dynamic changes of
the CdII coordination geometry on the timescale of the PAC
experiment (10–200 ns).

This exponentially decaying part of the signal at � 196 °C
may be attributed to free 111AgI in the frozen solution or bound
to a small molecule such as the reducing agent TCEP, vide infra,
or to 111AgI weakly associated with the protein, in agreement
with the ESI-MS and UV absorption data, vide supra. The
dynamic character of this fraction of the signal is presumably
caused by the daughter ion, CdII, jumping between a series of
local minima on the potential energy surface after the decay,
even at this low temperature (� 196 °C). It cannot be excluded
that a very small fraction of the 111Ag PAC signal from WT-CueR
also displays this exponentially decaying character, possibly
originating from a small fraction (less than 10%) of the CdII

escaping the metal site due to high recoil energies.
At 1 °C, the 111Ag PAC spectrum of WT-CueR is relatively

simple, reflecting only one NQI which is very similar to the low
frequency component observed at � 196 °C[18] (Figure 3). Thus,
under these conditions, the metal site relaxes to a well-defined
coordination geometry with a coordination number higher than
2[18] within about 10 ns after the decay. Interestingly, the same
signal is observed for the Δ7C-CueR variant, but it only
accounts for ~29% of the total signal amplitude, and a lower
frequency signal with massive line broadening is also present.
The fact that the signal observed for WT-CueR is also detected
for Δ7C-CueR demonstrates that it cannot be attributed to the
coordination of the CCHH motif. The very broad low frequency
signal appearing for Δ7C-CueR may imply the presence of

multiple species, most likely with coordination numbers of 4 or
higher, because the low frequency indicates more spherical
charge distribution than is expected for 2- and 3-coordinated
structures. This fraction of the signal most likely reflects metal
ions which are not (or unspecifically) bound to CueR, but
possibly bound to TCEP, in excellent agreement with the ESI-MS
and CD data (see the discussion later), and with the 111Ag PAC
data recorded at � 196 °C. This further supports the interpreta-
tion that a significant fraction of 111Ag is not bound to the
native bisthiolato-metal site in the Δ7C-CueR variant.

Thus, the ESI-MS, CD, UV absorption and 111Ag PAC data
taken together indicate that the overall protein structure and
the metal site structure is conserved upon deletion of the last
seven residues, but that the metal site affinity for AgI is
decreased. The CD-intensity vs. AgI : protein monomer concen-
tration ratio profiles (Figure 2B), as well as the variation of the
relative intensities of the signals of the Apo-Δ7C-CueR and Ag-
Δ7C-CueR forms observed in the deconvoluted ESI-MS spectra
(Figure 2D) may allow a more quantitative characterization of
the attenuated AgI-binding affinity of the truncated CueR. The
fact that the free and bound Δ7C-CueR protein fraction is
comparable at a 1 :1 AgI : protein monomer concentration ratio
under the conditions of the CD and ESI-MS studies would
indicate a magnitude of logK’~5–6 for the stability of Ag-Δ7C-
CueR (at pH 7.5), i. e. a KD’ value in the micromolar range. This
would represent an unrealistically large difference from the
conditional stability constant that can be estimated for the AgI

binding of the wild type protein, based on the previously
published in vitro profile of metal ion induced transcription of
the copA gene where the free AgI concentration was buffered
by CN� ions.[8] Combining the known protonation constant of
HCN and the stability constant of the [Ag(CN)2]

� complex[30]

with data of the transcription profile the estimated conditional
stability (at pH 8.0) for the AgI-bound CueR is logK’ ~19.7.

The seemingly uninterpretable difference between the
stabilities of the AgI-bound forms of WT-CueR and Δ7C-CueR
made us assume that the studied systems are more complex
and the processes taking place are not restricted to those
between AgI and the proteins. Indeed, the reducing agent
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), added to the samples to
preserve the reduced form of the proteins, may potentially
coordinate to AgI via the central soft phosphorous atom. Metal
ion binding of TCEP has been characterized so far with a few
divalent transition metal ions,[31] indicating a reasonably strong
affinity towards e.g. CdII and PbII, but, to our knowledge,
stability data are not available for AgI, yet. Thus we executed
pH-potentiometric and UV-Vis titrations of TCEP in the presence
and absence of AgI with a special focus on gaining stability data
for the AgI-TCEP complexes around neutral conditions (pH 7.5).
The results of these studies (to be published later) allowed us to
define a lower limit of the conditional stabilities (pH 7.5) of two
types of species: the Ag(TCEP) monocomplex(es), logβ1’=10.4
(AgI+TCEP**Ag(TCEP)) and the Ag(TCEP)2 bis-complex(es),
logβ2’=16.7 (AgI+2 TCEP**Ag(TCEP)2). These stability values
are large enough to indicate that TCEP, especially when used in
excess over the protein, may actually participate in the AgI+
Δ7C-CueR**Ag-Δ7C-CueR equilibrium as a competing ligand
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while not affecting noticeably the interaction of the wild type
protein because of the larger stability of the Ag-WT-CueR
species.

The spectroscopic data (CD and ESI-MS) obtained in the AgI-
titration of Δ7C-CueR could be adequately quantitatively
evaluated by considering formation constants for the AgI-
complexation processes of TCEP. As the next step, we fitted the
AgI concentration dependent data series of CD intensities (from
representative wavelength values depicted in Figure 2B) by the
PSEQUAD PC software,[32] considering a simple model consisting
of Ag-Δ7C-CueR, Ag(TCEP) and Ag(TCEP)2 with fixed stability
constants for the latter two species. Indeed, it is only Ag(TCEP)2
that can actually form when TCEP is present in the many fold
excess over AgI used in our CD (and ESI-MS) titrations. The fit of
data, represented by the solid lines over the experimental
points in Figure 2B, resulted in a lower estimate of the stability
of Ag-Δ7C-CueR, logK’=15.5. A similar data evaluation proce-
dure by PSEQUAD was also carried out with the AgI concen-
tration dependent series of ESI-MS data by making the
assumption that the relative intensities of the Apo-Δ7C-CueR
(m/z =14470) and Ag-Δ7C-CueR (m/z =14577) related peaks
(Figure 2D) represent, to a good approximation, the mole
fractions of the free and metal ion bound forms of the protein.
The fitting of these intensities by the model vide supra (see
Figure S5 in the Supporting Information) resulted in a condi-
tional stability, logK’=15.0 (pH 7.5), for Ag-Δ7C-CueR, which is
rather similar to the value obtained by the evaluation of the CD
titration data. An upper limit for the logK’ value for Ag-Δ7C-
CueR was also estimated by the repeated fitting of the CD and
ESI-MS titration data using a modified stability for the Ag(TCEP)2
complex. Since the wild type CueR is saturated by AgI at 1 : 1
AgI: WT-CueR ratio, we supposed that not more than 5% of the
bound WT-CueR is displaced by TCEP under these conditions
which is realized if logβ2’=19.0 for Ag(TCEP)2. Using this value
in the evaluation of the CD and ESI-MS titration data of Δ7C-
CueR provided logK’=17.8 (CD) and 17.3 (ESI-MS) for the Ag-
Δ7C-CueR species. The mean of the established upper and
lower stability estimates of Ag-Δ7C-CueR represent a ca. 2.1–4.5
logarithmic unit decrease relative to the AgI-binding affinity of
the wild type CueR, as a consequence of the deletion of the last
seven amino acid residues. This corresponds to 12–26 kJ/mol
difference in the free energy of AgI binding to WT-CueR and
Δ7C-CueR.

A combination of the pieces of information, provided by the
different types of spectroscopic techniques, implies that the C-
terminal CCHH motif of WT-CueR does not coordinate directly
to the native metal site but that other interactions, such as
hydrogen bonding or salt bridges involving the last seven
amino acid residues, stabilize the metal site. We next attempted
to explore the structural basis for this stabilization of the metal
site, exerted by the C-terminal fragment by analysis of available
structures. Unfortunately, these residues (CCHHRAG in E. coli)
are disordered and not observed in any of the structures
determined by X-ray diffraction, except in the AgI-CueR-DNA
complex (PDB code: 4WLW) where coordinates for Cys129 and
Cys130 are provided.[10] An extensive hydrogen bonding net-
work is present, including a hydrogen bond between the side

chains of Cys130 and Glu124 (Figure 4A), potentially contribu-
ting to preorganization of the position of Cys120 in the native
metal site. In order to further explore the interaction of the last
seven residues with the metal ion binding loop, we carried out
a molecular dynamics simulation, initially positioning the C-
terminal fragment without direct interaction with the preceding
residues. At the end of the MD simulation, the C-terminus of
one of the monomers of the homodimer had established
contacts with residues in the vicinity of the metal binding
cysteines, while no such interactions were present for the other
monomer (Figure 4B). This reflects the expected disorder of the
C-terminal fragment, but more importantly, it indicates the
possible formation of a salt bridge between Asp119 and Arg133
as well as between Glu124 and Arg133, potentially stabilizing
the metal site structure. These H-bonding and electrostatic
interactions may well account for the 12–26 kJ/mol difference
in free energy of binding of AgI indicated above, assuming that
the interactions are not present in the apo-protein.

Structural information might also be inferred from sequence
alignment of the monovalent metal ion responsive regulators
from different bacteria (Figure 4C). Asp119 is conserved in all
the proteins (numbering according to E. coli CueR), and there is
a Glu/Asp at position 124 or 125 in most cases, as well as a
positively charged residue (Lys/Arg) among the last seven C-
terminal residues. This implies that the salt bridge and H-
bonding network found in the MD simulation (Figure 4C), may
be a general feature, by which the C-terminal residues stabilize
the metal biding site. HmrR from Rhizobium leguminosarum is
an interesting exception to this rule, and has a partly truncated
C-terminus compared to the other proteins. Previous experi-
ments have shown that the E.coli Δ7C-CueR variant is still
functional, activating transcription, although to a lesser extent
than the WT-CueR.[7] With this work we rationalize this
observation in terms of structure and metal site stability, which,
surprisingly, appears to be significantly decreased for Δ7C-
CueR. Moreover, we predict that HmrR from R. leguminosarum is
less efficient in terms of transcriptional activation than the CueR
from E. coli, and it would be interesting to explore if this protein
exhibits decreased affinity for the cognate metal ions, as well as
a decreased activity of the transcriptional activation. Finally, the
deletion of the last 14 amino acid residues leads to a
constitutive repressor,[10] i. e. it is well established that deletion
of C-terminal residues may affect the protein function.

In general, the conservation of metal site structure but
change of local dynamics/flexibility points to a pitfall in pure
structure based rational design of proteins. That is, it may be
possible to design the local structure to what appears to be a
protein with the desired properties, but if the local metal site
stability or flexibility changes significantly, it is likely that the
protein function is affected, and therefore the design effort may
not lead to the anticipated result.

Conclusion

In summary, the overall structure of the CueR (E. coli) protein
dimer is essentially unaffected by the deletion of the last seven
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amino acid residues, as demonstrated by CD spectroscopy.
Similarly, the native AgI coordination geometry is also con-
served in the Δ7C variant, as indicated by the high frequency
PAC signal present in both the WT and Δ7C variants. However,
the affinity of the CueR metal site for AgI is reduced, as reflected
by the ESI-MS, CD and 111Ag PAC data. That is, the C-terminal
fragment (CCHHRAG in WT-CueR) appears to stabilize the
functional metal site despite being relatively remote and
despite exhibiting disorder in most structures determined by X-
ray diffraction.[8,10] Thus, although folding overall is conserved,
the stability of the metal site is significantly affected by the
deletion. These observations indicate that even if the metal site
structure is (deceivingly) unperturbed within the first and
second coordination sphere, the physical and chemical proper-
ties - beyond structure - may change significantly by relatively
remote alterations of the amino acid sequence.

Experimental Section
Production of recombinant proteins: The E. coli cueR gene was
generously provided by prof. Alfonso Mondragon (Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois, USA).[6] The construction of the gene of
C-terminally truncated CueR protein is detailed in a previous
work.[15] The proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and
purified as detailed in previous works.[15,33] The quality of the
purified proteins was analyzed by Tricine-SDS-PAGE,[34] mass

spectrometry (MS), circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and
electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA).[33]

Native mass spectrometry: Mass spectrometric measurements
were carried out on an LTQ-Orbitrap Elite (Thermo Scientific) mass
spectrometer coupled with a TriVersa NanoMate (Advion) chip-
based electrospray ion source. Spectra were evaluated with Xcalibur
2.2 and Xtract (Thermo Scientific) programs. The protein concen-
tration was 20 μM in each individual sample which contained 0, 0.2,
0.5, 1.0, 2.0 (and 3.0) equivalents of AgClO4 and 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, (1.5)
and 2.0 equivalents of Cd(ClO4)2. The samples were buffered at
pH=7.5 with a solution containing 10 mM ammonium bicarbon-
ate/NH3 and 0.5 mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP).

CD spectroscopy: Circular dichroism spectra were recorded on a
Jasco J-815 spectropolarimeter and were also acquired at the CD1
beamline of the storage ring ASTRID at the Institute for Storage
Ring Facilities (ISA), Aarhus University, Denmark.[35,36] Camphor-
sulfonic acid served as a calibration material for the instrument. All
spectra were recorded applying a 1 nm step and a dwell time of
2 s, using quartz cells (SUPRASIL, Hellma GmbH, Germany) with a
0.2 mm optical length, in the wavelength range of 180–300 nm.
The protein samples were buffered at pH 7.5 by a 20 mM Tris/HClO4

buffer containing 1 mM TCEP or a 10 mM ammonium bicarbonate/
NH3 solution with 0.5 mM TCEP. Concentrations of the proteins
were: cWT-CueR=cΔ7C-CueR=20 μM. CD spectra were baseline-corrected
by using the spectrum of water or buffer.

UV absorption spectroscopy: UV absorption spectra of WT-CueR
(cprotein=12 μM) and of Δ7C-CueR titrated with AgI ions were
recorded with a Shimadzu UV2600 spectrophotometer in a wave-
length range of 200–390 nm. The titration was carried out in a

Figure 4. Possible interactions of the metal ion binding loop (residues 112–120) with the seven C-terminal amino acid residues. A: Structural data from the
AgI-CueR (activator) complex with DNA (PDB code 4WLW, in all other published structures the entire C-terminal seven AA fragment is disordered). B: Backbone
trace of the CuI-CueR-DNA complex with the last seven amino acid residues included (the last five AAs were added as an alpha-helical extension, see
Figure S6) at t=0 of an MD simulation, see the Supporting Movie. The structure at t=0 (transparent) is superimposed on the final (t=1 μs) structure (opaque)
from the MD simulation (Supporting Movie), and the movement of the C-terminus is indicated by the black arrow. C: At t=1 μs, in one of the two dimers, the
C-terminus has established contacts (between Arg133 and Asp119 and Glu124) with residues near the metal binding Cys120. D: Amino acid sequence
alignment of CueR, CupR, GolS and HmrR from different bacteria. Cysteines, acidic (D/E) and basic (R/K) residues are highlighted in yellow, red and blue,
respectively.
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Hellma semi-micro quartz cell with 10 mm optical path length.
Samples were buffered at pH=7.5 with a solution containing
20 mM Tris/HClO4 and 0.4 mM TCEP. 5.5 μL aliquots (corresponding
to 0.1 eq. AgI per CueR monomer) of a AgClO4 stock solution
(cAgClO4=2.5×10� 4 M) were added to the protein sample. From all
the recorded spectra the spectrum of Tris buffer was subtracted as
a baseline. The difference spectra were obtained by subtracting the
spectra of the apo-protein (ΔA= AAg-protein - Aapo-protein) and the offset
of the baseline (i. e. the absorbance measured at 400 nm).
111Ag production: 2.54 mg of Pd powder enriched to 98.6% in 110Pd
(Oak Ridge National Lab, batch 214301) was enclosed in a quartz
ampoule and irradiated for 4 days in the V4 beam tube of the high
flux reactor of Institut Laue-Langevin (Grenoble) [https://doi.org/10.
1016/S0167-8140(12)70279-7] at a thermal neutron flux of 1.1×
1015 ncm� 2 s� 1. The 111Pd produced by neutron capture decays
rapidly (T1/2=23 min) to 111Ag (T1/2=7.45 d). The sample was
shipped to Hevesy Laboratory (DTU Risø) and radiochemically
separated as described previously.[37]

111Ag PAC measurements: Measurements were carried out at the
University of Copenhagen with a PAC instrument consisting of six
BaF2 scintillation detectors.[38] During the measurements the
temperature was maintained at 1 °C by a Peltier element or at
� 196 °C by liquid nitrogen. Samples were prepared by adding non-
radioactive AgClO4, Tris buffer and protein solution (stored in Tris
(20 mM, pH=7.5) and TCEP (1 mM)) to the radioactive 111Ag, as
described in our previous work.[18] The AgI : protein monomer ratio
was set to 0.5 : 1. In order to decrease the rotational diffusion of the
molecules 55% w/w sucrose was added to the samples. As a final
step, the pH of the samples was adjusted to 7.3 at room
temperature, and thus the pH was 8.0 at 1 °C, due to the
temperature dependence of Tris, which was used as a buffer at a
final concentration of 11.3 mM.

PAC data evaluation: Evaluation of the PAC data was carried out
using the Prelude32 and Winfit programs. 300 data points were
used in the fitting procedures, except the first 5 points due to
systematic errors experienced in these. Fourier transformation of
the data and fits were carried out using a Keiser-Bessel window
with a window parameter equal to 6. The time resolution and time
per channel values were 0.981 ns and 0.562 ns, respectively. For the
Δ7C-CueR variant at � 196 °C, the linewidth (δ) was fixed (to the
value observed for the WT-protein) for the high frequency
component because it appears with so little amplitude that δ could
not be fitted reliably, and to 20% for the low frequency
component, because setting this parameter free leads to a total
amplitude larger than the literature value for 111Ag (for a finite
sample and detector size the total effective amplitude must be
smaller than the literature value, due to angles between pairs of
detectors effectively being averaged around the ideal values of 90
and 180 degrees). The difference in amplitude of the 111Ag-WT-
CueR experiments at � 196 °C and 1 °C is a consequence of a shorter
sample detector distance used for the latter experiment. In some of
the fits a component reflecting rapid dynamics was included, giving
rise to a purely exponentially decaying PAC signal with decay
constant λfast. For a more comprehensive description of the PAC
parameters, see ref. [26].

Molecular dynamics simulation: A MD simulation was undertaken
to probe the dynamics of the CueR complex with a focus on
elucidating the behavior of the last 7C-terminal residues. To this
end, the crystal structure of CueR with AgI complexed with DNA
(PDB-ID: 4WLW)[10] was modified in Maestro[39] to include the 5 last
C-terminal residues (HHRAG) missing in the crystal structure. The
missing residues were modelled as a short alpha-helical segment
and attached C-terminally to each protein chain in 4WLW (Fig-
ure S6) followed by local geometry relaxation. AgI was replaced

with CuI and the coordination geometry was adjusted to give CuI-S
distances of 2.14 Å to agree with the crystal structure of the CuI

form of CueR (PDB-ID: 1q05).[8] A partial charge of +0.4 was
assigned to CuI with the remaining charge of +0.6 distributed
equally between the coordinating sulfurs. The CueR complex
(Figure 4B, shaded) was solvated in a cubic box of TIP3P[40] waters,
giving a 15 Å solvent buffer on the sides of the complex and charge
neutralization was done using automatic placement of Na+. The
MD simulation was run for 1 μs in Desmond[41] in the NPT ensemble
(p=1 bar, T =300 K) using the OPLS3 force field for protein, DNA
and ions.[42] VMD[43] was used to study the MD trajectory and for
producing Figure 4 B,C. The constructed structure (including all
amino acid residues of CueR) of the CuI-CueR-DNA complex at t =0
and at the end-point of the MD simulation can be found in the
Supporting Information.
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